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A B S T R A C T  
MRI brain image enhancement is a complex task in the biomedical imaging field but very useful for classification of the brain tissue. The 
automatic segmentation of brain-tissue has led to the variation in the images due to different scanning and the imaging protocols which 
makes the image unclear and thus application is hampered. The transfer learning with weighted SVM enables training data to minimize 
classification errors as the classification scheme needs only a small amount of representative data. Therefore a new optimally standardized 
method is presented for scanned image segmentation using Transfer Learning with Weighted Support Vector Machine and then further 
improving the training data quality by Vector Sparse Representation using Iterative Algorithm for Quaternion Matrix Analysis over 
Reflexive Matrices. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
The development in the segmentation process in the biomedical imaging field has led to the advancement 

of the classification scheme in the study of the brain tissue in the last two decades. It has played very crucial 
role in the medical field for clinical research and development. The automatic segmentation of the tissue has led 
to the various development but also poses a challenge due the differences and variations in the scanning 
protocols and the imaging protocols The above mentioned situations is avoided by the Transfer learning [1] 
which provides similarity techniques which can cope with differences in distributions between training and 
target data, and therefore may improve performance over supervised learning for segmentation across scanners 
and scan protocols. It enables the training of data sets and labels them for the new method of classification. The 
transfer learning is enabled by using support vector machine [1], but the transfer learning did not use any fixed 
protocol and led to over segmentation. Thus the supervised method which uses optimized algorithm is 
presented. The segmentation of the brain image will be done using watershed segmentation. This method uses 
fuzzy classification and parameter optimization algorithm. Then the feature extraction will be done with the 
help of 2DLDA and 2DPCA which enables 2D projection of the brain images. These images will be given as an 
input into the Weighted SVM, expecting to show consistent performance. This will lead to tissue segmentation 
in proper manner. The images still may show some noise and low resolution. Hence there will be need for 
quaternion matrix analysis [2] using Iterative algorithm on reflexive matrix.  

 
II. Necessity and objectives: 
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The main objective is to define a standardized method which increases the efficiency and gives an image of 
better visual quality.  

(1)MRI brain image will be taken as an input to segment. 
(2)Extract features of same image taken as an input. 
(3)Train and label the datasets using Transfer Learning with Weighted Support Vector Machine. 
(4)Use Iterative Algorithm for quaternion matrix analysis to reduce the noise and impaints. 
 

III. Image Segmentation: 
Image segmentation is the fundamental step to analyze images and extract data from them. It is the field 

widely researched and still offers various challenges for the researchers. It is a crucial step as it directly 
influences the overall success to understand the image. Image Segmentation partitions an image into distinct 
regions containing each pixel with similar attributes. To be meaningful and useful for image analysis and 
interpretation, the regions should strongly relate to depicted objects or features of interest. The success of image 
analysis depends on reliability of segmentation, but an accurate partitioning of an image is generally very 
challenging .For that purpose we need marker controlled watershed transform. The watershed transform is a 
morphological gradient-based segmentation technique which is powerful for contour detection and region 
segmentation [3]. The gradient map of the image is considered as a relief map in which different gradient values 
correspond to different height and the whole image is segmented by the dams which are then called watersheds 
and the segmented regions are referred to as catchment basins (CB) which is the geographical area draining into 
river or reservoir. The goal of the marker controlled segmentation is to detect the presence of the homogenous 
regions from the image by a set of morphological operations. Markers are connected components which belongs 
to the image. 

 
IV. Related Work: 

Annegreet van Opbroek et al [1] presented the use of transfer learning for image segmentation. The use of 
transfer-learning techniques can deal with the different distribution sources between training and target data and 
may improve performance over supervised learning for segmentation across scanners and scan protocols. 
Transfer learning classifiers focuses on storing the knowledge gained and applying it on different distributions 
with small or limited training data. Four transfer classifiers when compared with standard supervised 
classification on MRI brain image segmentation better showed better result and outperformed the result. 
Sebastien Derivaux, et al [4] proposed a method for supervised segmentation with watershed segmentation 
using parameter optimization algorithm and genetic algorithm. They proposed this method because while 
dealing with very high resolution remotely sensed images, the homogeneity of the pixels does not hold any 
more. Applying a hard classification technique would produce a binary membership map, which is of limited 
usage when given as an input to a segmentation algorithm. As applying watershed segmentation on the 
membership map, it rather needed a more descriptive data representation. Thus reduces the redundant data first 
by fuzzy classification and then maps those classified data for watershed segmentation. The result obtained 
gives a better result than other classification method. 

  
V. Methodology: 

A watershed segmentation method based on morphological operations to remove noise from structured 
elements in the images such as dilation, erosion, opening, and closing is proposed. The gradient image is 
obtained using filtering mask and to get the better filtered image, erosion and dilation functions have been used. 
For getting more refined result opening and closing operations with different structuring elements has been 
applied to the image and watershed applied to gray level images using markers and boundaries. 

The algorithm is as follows 
(1) Read the original image I. 
(2) Obtain the gradient image I (gradmag []). 
(3) Label the original image to RGB. 
(4) Morphological reconstruction of the I. 
(5) To detect the tissue perform regional minima by reconstruction Ibgm.. 
(6) Obtain watershed ridge line by Euclidian distance Ifgm. 
(7) Obtain the marker and boundaries. 
(8) Superimpose   gradmag = imimposemin(gradmag, Ibgm |I fgm4). 
(9) Show the watershed segmented image. 
 

VI. Experimental Results: 
The experimental results had been carried out on the Alzheimer’s patient MRI brain image. The MRI brain 

image of size 350× 350 is converted into the gray scale image. The sobel filter is applied on each pixel to 
smoothen the image by approximation to obtain the gradient image. The disk structuring element (“disk”, 20) is 
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applied for the Reconstruction by opening and closing.  For most applications the watershed ridge lines are 
obtained using the Euclidian distance. The Marker and Boundaries is superimposed on the original image. After 
superimposing the original image the colored watershed labeled matrix is obtained. 
      

 
Fig. 1: MRI Brain Image                  Fig. 2: Gradient Image                 Fig. 3: RGB Labeled Image 

 
  

 
Fig. 4: Reconstructed Image            Fig. 5: Marker Superimposed Image     Fig. 6: Colored segmented tissue 

 
The segmentation result is best obtained when the watershed is labeled with RGB color mapping for better 

visualization of the segmented tissue. Therefore   the default “jet” color mapping is done hence giving the better  
result. 

   
Conclusion: 

In this paper, image segmentation has been performed and the effected brain tissue is segmented. The 
marker controlled watershed transform gives better results and efficiently shows the color mapped irregularity 
in the brain. The future work is to increase the efficiency of the system and improve the image quality with the 
standardized method by feature extraction and quaternion matrix analysis. The resultant image after the transfer 
learning and the quaternion matrix analysis is expected to be denoised, super resolute and enhanced. 
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